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Description
In the list-view you can select to see only a certain record-type. But it's not possible to filter that view. It might help go go throw and
check/edit records if you could select records to display in the list by applying certain criteria (all news-records which appear in a
certain category, all non-hidden elements, ...). Maybe we should have some kind of filter-dialog for that like phpmyadmin has (list of
fields, smaller/larger/equals/..., value - and that depending on field-type)?
Please note that we have several field-types, for example a multi-select. Dependent on type interface (and filter-query) would need to
adjust.
Please also note that moving records up/down in the list-view needs to be taken into account as well. You can't just move an entry
"up by one" like normal because when filtered users would expect to move that record by one row in the filtered table (there might be
hidden rows inbetween). Another possibility might for the moment be to disable moving when a filtered view is used (and create a
follow-up issue to fix that later).
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #40690: List-view: Mass-setting a value

New

2012-09-07

Related to TYPO3 Core - Epic #62337: "Live search" App

Closed

2010-07-15

History
#1 - 2014-10-27 01:29 - Felix Kopp
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Priority changed from Should have to Must have
#2 - 2017-08-25 12:27 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Parent task set to #82206
#3 - 2018-03-02 19:37 - Georg Ringer
- Status changed from Accepted to Resolved
resolved with EXT:querybuilder https://extensions.typo3.org/extension/querybuilder/ therefore I am closing this issue.
#4 - 2018-10-02 12:42 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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